Student proposed project: tutorial or paper

Deliverables: evidence of
(1) study (what you did) / effort,
and
(2) learning (what you learned: write about and do)

1. Log (diary) of what you studied and how long. Specify when (day or for week) and hours.
   a. Tutorial url, sections studied.
   b. Book reference, chapters studied.

e.g., Qutie GUI API, www.qutie.org,
   getting started  9/15  2 hrs.
   menus 9/20 1.5 hrs.
   buttons and lists 9/23-25 3 hrs.
   total n hrs.

Tutorial project submit a brief description, code, and screen shots.
   Brief description (2-5 pages, plus 1 page 1.a) of topic, technology, architecture, area studied. Can you write about it briefly?
   a. Extended tutorial 5 “layout mangers” to include a custom date dialog I wrote.

Paper 10+ page paper with references on Concurrency with Web Worker threads